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WEEKEND
WEATHER

Tod•y: The National Weather Service forecast
predicts cloudy skies with a 60 percent chance of
showers. Highs in the mid 70s. Extended outlook:
Scattered showers Saturday and Sunday, turning fair on Monday.
Highs in the 60s Saturday and the 50s through Monday. Lows in
the 40s Saturday and the 30s Sunday and Monday.

Ditto

Similar election
faced Morehead

By DAN DIPIAZZO
Senior Editor

The similarities are almost
uncanny.
A small univeraity town in
Kentucky has a special
election to determine whether
it will tum from a dry
community to wet: Student
government leaders at the
university call for students to
express their opinions at the
polls. much to the
disgruntlement of dry forces
who object to temporary
residents being allowed to vote
in the election.
Thia could be Murray; but, in
fact, it was the situation three
years ago in Morehead.
The 1982 election in
Morehead resulted in a victory
for the wet side. And after
three years of legal alcohol
sales, "doom and gloom has
not come to Morehead as some
predicted," according to Clyde
James, director of student
activities and organizations at
Morehead State University.
Mo~:ehead's mayor, John W.
Holbrook, agrees. "We have
had a little bit more police
work,'' he said, "but not
anything too outstanding."
Photo by ROBIN CONOVER
Holbrook, who said he took a
neutral stand during the
wet/dry campaign, believes
An unidentified pole v• ulter m•kea hla w• y over the b8r during l•at w"kend'a tr•ck m"t • • Roy Morehead's being wet has had
no real effect, either positive or
Stew•rt St8dlum.

Over not so easy

Deadline for filing
in election nears
Thursday is the filing
deadline for candidates in
the 1985 Student Senate
election set for April17.
Four executive offices and
18 senate posts are available
in the annual election. The
Student Activities office will
not release the names of the
students or the number of
people who have applied so
far, however 50 students
vied for these positions last
year.
Candidates for SGA
president must be juniors,
full-time student with at
least a 2.0 GP A. The
predident pnsides over
senate meetings, and if he is

a Kentucky resident,
represents the students on
the Board of Regents. The
president also endorses
expenditures in the absence
of the treasurer.
SGA President Rob Huth
believes he has had a good
term in office. He gives much
of the credit for his success to
the senate and University
Center Board members.
His biggest challenge was
"Getting the eroup
motivated to do sipificant
~ELECTION

Page6

negative, in attracting
business to the city, except for
the addition of two taverns
and a few liquor stores.
The big benefit for the city
has been the tax revenues
generated from alcohol sales.
"We put a 3 percent gross
sales tax on alcohol," the
mayor said, "which produces
about $120,000 a year for the
city."
Two university officials who
had reservations about the
city legalizing liquor sales say
the situation has turned out
better than expected.
Buford Crager, an assistant
professor of education who
was vice president for student
development at the time of the
election, and Larry
S" MOREHEAD
PageS

Newton eagerly awaits
test as new head coach
coach at Indiana State
University.
Sports Editor
"I knew coach Greene was
leaning toward Indiana State
Filling the shoes of Ron and I thought it would be in
Greene may not be easy, but my beat interest to stay,"
new Racer basketball head Newton said.
coach Steve Newton is eager to
"The choice (ofNewton) was
try.
easy," said President Kala M.
"I've always wanted to take Stroup. "He was clearly the
over a program I have helped person to be coach.
to build," said Newton, who
"In theahortamountoftime
withdrew hie name from between coach. Greene's
consideration for the head announcement and our
coaching position at selection, a lot of groups
Northwest Louisiana volunteered their opinion and
Univeraity on March 17, in all of them suggested Steve
anticipation of Greene's Newton," Stroup said.
decision to take over as head
Recruiting ie the new
By DAN HECKEL

N[ X T WEEK SPECIAL RELIGION SECTION

coach's first priority, saying
he hopes to announce some
good prospecte on AprillO, the
national signing day for high
school seniors.
Newton may also have to
rebuild !tis own coaching staff,
as assistant coaches Mike
Calhoun and AI Perry may
follow Greene to Indiana
State. Greene asked both
coache.s to apply for the jobs,
accordmg to Craig Bohnert,
MSU sports information
director.
~NEWTON
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NEWSbriefs

Investment course

I

Campus cui_sine expands,
more eating alternatives
Possible features include a
salad bar, a potato bar,
doughnuts baked fresh daily
and a soup and chili in cold
weather months.
At the new shop, students
could use their meal tickets at
any time instead of having set
hours for breakfast, lunch and
dinner.
Winslow Cafeteria could
undergo changes as well. The
food services staff is
considering offering one
health food meal a day and an
a la carte line.
The idea for the health food
meal was prompted by recent
national trends, Dyer said.

Students with meal tickets
may have more choices next
A four week advanced investing course titled Securities and fall. •
Investing: Part II will be offered for four consecutive Mondays
Joe Dyer, :food services
beginning this Monday. Sponsored by the Center for Continuing director, said there is a
Education, classes will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 152 South national trend toward offering
of the Business Building.
more options with meal
tickets. The primary reason
for not having many options
now is that "we simply don't
have the facilities," he said,
but "I really think we need to
change.''
An apparent increased interest in local government by
One possibility being
Murray State students has prompted the Student Government
Association to sponsor several open forums foy studenta with considered is opening the
Stables in the Currie Center
local candidates.
The first forum will feature candidates for Calloway County for meal ticket use. This would
Attorney. It will be held Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Barkley work like the Hart Hall Deli,
with meal ticketa worth a set
Room of the Currie Center.
amount and students paying
for any amount over that
allowance.
Also a shop where students
would have a set allowance for
meal tickets may be installed
The last day to drop a class with a WP or WE is Monday. where the Wini Mini was.

County attorney forum

The a Ia carte line would
offer entries and other items
which would be priced on a
per-item basis like in the Hart
Hall Deli. Students would be
allowed to purchase a certain
amount with their meal
ticket8.
Televisions also may
become a part of the Winslow
atmosphere.
Dyer said before he initiates
any of these changes he would
like to get more student
response and suggestions. He
encourages students to submit
their commenta to his offices
in the Currie Center or
Winslow Cafeteria.

Last day to drop

\

I

PlACEMENt•

Representatives from the
following groups will be on
campus on the datee shown.
Interested students may
arrange an interview through
the Cooperative Education
and Placement Office, 210
Ordway Hall.

I

certified candidate.

WEDNESDAY
COMPUTERS

ITr Telecom, Raleigh, NC,
is interested in candidate.
with BS degrees in Electrical
Engineering Technology
(Communication and
Electronics Option) and
TUESDAY
candidatea with BS degrees in
EDUCATION
Computer Engineering
Memphis City Schools, Technology, hardware and
Memphis, Tenn., has openings software development. No
in elementary and secondary Aesociate Degrees will be
education for any teacher considered.

We repair
Jewelry and Watches
also: Restring Pearls
"in shop service"

NEED TYPING DONE?
Spec:lellze In ~,_. I.CMfa
ot eppllcetlon. llfmii'8Hircll
JIIP4If'l, M11W'1 theM~. Work
Gultanteed C>Yernlght •rvice
8\llllable on rr.OI1 jolla

JUDY'S TYPfNG SERVICE
753-1131

FURCHES JEWELRY

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY
JEEPS FOR $44

753-2835

THROUGH THE U .S .
GOVERNMENT?
GET l1iE FACTS TODAY!

Court Squar ...

CALL 1·312·742·1142Ext. 2SS9

Dazzling Jewelry Sale

111EOU•MI

50% off all 14K gold
chains, earrings, and charms
Francine regretted telling the cab driver to
take her to her poodle and step on it.

t

TM Murray St4u Ntwa ia an official publicatiOn of Munay State Univenity
publiahed weekly on Fridaye acept durill4f awnm• and boliclaya. lt ia produeed by
alltaff auperviaed by atlviaer Bill Bartleman.
Let&era to the editor ehould be nbmitted no later l.han 5 p.m. Monday prior to
Friday'a publication. LeUen abould be aicned by the author and include phone
numbe.-, cla.Mifi~ation and add..-.
Chana• of addn-~t~~~ and otheT item1 concerning mailina should be aent t.o the
DirectoT of Alumni Allain, 420 Sparb Hall, Murray, Ky. 42071

25% off all watches
and costume jewelry
M<•n.-Sat.9 a.m .-9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 p.m.-5:30p.m.

JCPenney

~IZ'2s."S)~

~~~

Chestnut Hills
Murray, Ky. 42071

Office: 759-1480
Catalog · 759·4080

Prices Effective Fri.- Sa~
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·Free income tax service
available throUgh MSU
Free income tax service
conducted by the Beta Alpha
Psi a ccounting fraternity and
the Internal Revenue Service
will be offered to students,
senior citizens, and low
in c ome people every
Wednesday through AprillO.
According to Philip Tibbs,

accounting professor, " For the
past few years, Murray State
has been kind of a model for
the state of Kentucky." He
said this is partly because the
volunteers are " bet ter
trained." The volunteers are
students who have completed
the first tax course, which is on

Social work degree
lacking in the field
Less than 30 percent of the
nation's social workers have a
degree in that field , according
to the advisor and the officers
of the MSU Social Work Club.
" We believe you need
professional education to do a
professional job," said Dr.
Julie Lovins, adviser to the
Social Work Club and
associate professor of
sociology and anthropology.
The club is concerned that
licensing standards are too
low for social workers and
should be raised.
Shari Christensen ,
president of the club, said
practically anyone can
become a licensed social
worker. Now is the perfect tim~

to call attention to the need for
higher standards, she said.
Social work agen cies
include mental health and
mental retardation settings,
hospitals, juvenile probation,
child welfare, aging programs,
spouse abuse centers, Head
Start, group agencies and
social planning programs.
"Students are encouraged to
participate in variou s
volunteer activities," said
Lovins. Such programs are the
spouse abuse hotline and
Head Start program.
The Social Work Club, open
to any interested students, is
in the midst of observing
National Professional Social
Work month.

the junior level, and .m ost are
senior accounting majors,
Tibbs said.
Tibbs said that last year
around 500 income tax forms
were filed through this
program. Already this year
over 200 have been prepared,
he said.
" In addition to helping
students and senior citizens,
it's a learning experience for
our students," Tibbs said. The
student volunteers get a taste
of what their future jobs might
be like in accounting, he said.
The students also
participate in residence hall
programs to tell on-campus
residents about the tax service
and to tell them about tax
situations which are unique to
students.
The service is offered every
Wednesday from noon to 4
p.m. in the Mississippi Room
of the Currie Center.
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For: Sale: Spiaet Coaaole Piano Bargain
Wanted: Responsible party to take over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locaUy. Write Credit Manager: P.O. Box
537, Shelbyville, IN 46176.

~----------------------------------------~~

Alpha Lambda Delta
Scholastic honor society for Freshmen
Eligibility:
3.5 GPA or above for
the Freshman Spring
Semester - 1984.
3.5 GPA or above for
the Freshman Fall
Semester- 1985.

' -"
._,_,.,.'-""

~'>

,.a

\r} I'W!!Ii!i!~ ~

~

If Interested, contact: 762-2492 or
762-2374.
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COf\te rnpos ®

There's nothing like the cool comfort of
Fashionable Sandal from Contempos in colors
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CHARlOT

$29.95
model cars and trucks. GET
OFF TO A GREAT START
WITH FORD ON THE
DATE(S) LISTED
BELOW!

An event you won't want to
miss. As part of this campus
community, your participat·
ing Ford dealer will talk with
you about the special \'alues

available on Ford's 1985
COSPONSOR

.........
----------MOll DAY

UMIYERSIWY
CEMWERBOARD
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Minor problems add up
to major dissatisfaction
In the quest to better our bodies, . summer), and inconsistent,
students along with the rest of the insufficient cleaning of the pool
population put themselves through and floors in the rest of the
all sorts of strain. Though the building.
University offers several
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of
opportunities for students to the department of health and
participate in various sports, education, said some of the
students are somewhat inconveniencestemsfromthefact
dissatisfied with exercise facilities. that Carr Health was built in 1937.
On this campus, Carr Health It was originally the home of the
Building is the place to go when the arena and lacked the facilities the
urge to work out hits students and health center now maintains.
faculty. It is a shame that the
The many rooms in the building
building suffers from broken are built on top of bleachers and
equipment, lack of same and bad walls have been put in to make
up-keep.
room for raquetball courts, weight
It is one of the most used rooms and the pool. The building
buildings on campus and therefore wasn't designed to hold all these
also one of the most prone to facilities and therefore it was hard
complaints. Some ofthese include: to install proper ventilation_.
the shutting down of the sauna,
For this reason, locker rooms
stale and stuffy air in locker rooms stay steamy and racquetball courts
and racquetball courts, no air are smelly and hot.
conditioning in the weight room (a
Ventilation is also the problem
potentially life-threatening with the sauna, whichisnowoutof
situation in the spring and service.

·--~

~

~

~
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'T he sauna must be relocated but recreational

so far no one has been able to
suggest a better place.
Another part of the problem is
the way students handle the
equipment. Janitors don't clean
the floor if weights and other
things are left lying around.
Weights are constantly stolen
and so many raquets were broken
that they could no longer be
checked out outside of class. The
department gets money for

equipment, but
spending is limited when the
equipment simply disappears.
Priorities are the name of the
game. The renovation committee
gives the orders and controls the
red tape which surrounds Carr
Health.
Progress is slow though minor
improvements could make the
building more attractive. But they
must find a place on someone'slist
of priorities first .

.FEEDBACR
Unethical ethics
'

To the Editor:
After reading the advertiHment
entitled " Alcohol Doean't Have It" on
the back page of The News last week, I
was very intrigued and felt a need to
respond. I wondered how the author
could fit so many misconceptions and
impertinent facts onto one page and
still have room to claim that his ethics
are valid.
After feeding us two paragraphs of
irrelevant information about the
involvement of beer companies on
campuses and what age group drinks
the most, the author quotes Maureen
Spice of Coors Beer Co. as saying, "Our~
position has always been to promote
responsible use of our product. And the
way we've done that is to provide
programs which encourage young
adults to get involved in life, get

involved in sports and academics."
William Coon, president of the
company, is quoted u refuting her
view: "We should not be on the college
campus," and " ...our industry doesn't
have the ethics to stop it ourselves,
Coora wouldn't be there except that it's
a-matter of survival."
Spice's view is by far the more
consistent. The argument based on
ethics which Mr. Coors evidently has
abandoned for money doesn't seem
very valid.
I also find it hard to respect the ethics
of Wayne Williams, Tom Greene and
other members of the Murray
Calloway County Dry League when
they print, '"nlere are many good
people in Murray and Murray State
University who drink alcoholic

beverages who do have ethics and do
not want 25 licensed liquor stores in
Murray."
They acknowledge the fact that
alcoholic beverages are illegal in this
town and to drink the "good people''
must either break the law or vacate
their own city. This is a great price for
the good people to pay, isn't it?
The members of the MCCDL think it
is unethical for 25 liquor
establishments to operate honest
businesaes. I wonder if they think it is
ethical for the clubs and fraternities to
operate as taverns except they
transport and sell their liquor illegally
and don't pay taxes on sales. Surely it
ian't ethical for the local government to
have no control over the bootleggers in
this town whoee numbers easily are
more than 25.

I feel that licensed liquor stores
would be very beneficial to this city.
The acquisition of liquor would be
closely superviaed as oppoeed to the
present disorganization. Tax revenue
would stay in Murray instead of going
to Paducah and Puryear. People would
have more places to socialize in
Murray, lessening the need to go out of
town. This would reduce the distance
and therefore the danger of driving
home after drinking.
I plan to vote for a wet Murray on
Apr. 23 because alcohol will be
controlled much better than it is now.
And my ethics are to let people drink
where they want to drink instead of
having their choices made for them.
Dean Stump
Junior
Palos Park, Ill.

caaee.
I am a non-drinker, and I respect the

don't believe that making alcoholic
beverages more convenient will cut
down the number of accidents, deaths
and criminal charges brought against
juveniles and adults alike.
1 encourage you to weigh the facts
before you make your final decision. Aa
a friend, I respectfully suggest that you
make a sober and wise decision at the
polls. I nor any member of my family
will be privileged to casta single ballot,
for we live in the county, but the
decision you make will affect us and
others. If you must have at least one for
the road - make it a NO VOTE April23. Thank you.

Non-drinker's privilege
To the Editor;
As director of the Public Safety
Department I am compelled to make a
statement with regard to the wet/dry
iasue that will face the residents of
Murray on Apr. 23. During my 21 years
of law enforcement, 19 of which have
been at Murray State University, I
have been in a position to see the
effects of alcoholic beverages on some
people.
I grant you, all people do not
overindulge, but there are some that
do. I have had the opportunity over the
years to deal directly with some of
them. I can say with much emphasis
that I have yet to deal with a good
drunk; I have yet to deal with an
intoxicated person that was a pleasure

to deal with. Yee, there are aome that
drink for enjoyment. Personally, I
have not been able to see this
enjoyment, perhape it must grow on
you, if you live that long. If this is
enjoyment, then I don't want any part
of it.
Enjoyment can be obtained in many
different ways. I have aBSi8ted in the
removal of broken bodies that have
overdoeed on drinking enjoyment. I
have felt the sorrow and pain of people
that have over-enjoyed. I have felt the
pain and agony of families when they
have been told that their son or
daughter has been seriously injured or
killed in an automobile accident. The
inevitable question is always asked ''Was there alcohol involved?" The sad
fact is - yes, in the majority of the

privilege of others (if this can be
cluaified as a privilege) but at the
same time I cherish the lives of the
people I aBSociate with. Even those
that I do not personally know, young
and old, I hate to see them bruised and
brokenhearted over something that
can be prevented.
I hear the battle cry - "Let's sell it
locally and keep our kids off the roads,"
Yea, this might keep some off of the
county roads, but how many people do
you see walking to the Dairy Queen,
Racer Arena, Stewart Stadium or to the
theatres? Not very many and these
facilities are usually close.
I wonder how much thought has
been given to the legal age. Surely we

Joe Green
Public Safety Department
Murray State University
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Morehead----Continued from Page1
Stephenson, the director of
administrative services for
student development, both
expre88ed concern at the time
that, with Morehead's Rowan
County being eurrounded by
seven others that are dry, the
city would become a watering
hole.
"Those concerns did not
materialize," Crager said. "I
think its been handled here in
the best way poesible.
Everybody hu made a special
effort to make things work
out."
Stephenson, who has been
at Morehead State for 20
yeare, said, "I was one of the
fearful ones, because of the
surrounding areas, but they
(students a.n d out-of·townera)
don't frequent the same
placee."
In fact, according to James,
even though the city is wet,
"there are not any nice places
for students to go, not any that
are college-oriented."
Mike Fox, president of the
university's Student
ABSOCiation aerees. ''There are
two bare in town, but they're
basically redneck bars," he
said. "There aren't any bars
where students go."
Crager said he "would like to
see a place on campus or off
campus where studenta and
faculty could get in on their 10
cards." Fox added, "I don't
drink myself, but if we had
some night life around here J
think it would help attract
more students."
With alcoholic beverages
available in Morehead,
however, students do not have
to drive far away to drink. Just
as Murray State atudents
drive .to Puryear, Morehead
State students used to drive to
Mt. Sterling, about 35 miles
from campus.
"It's cut down on people
drinking and driving," Fox
said. "People are more aware
of alcohol being in the
community. And I think the
police are cracking down
more.
"It'a taught the student.
some reaponsibility," he said.
"It's not the vogue thing to do
anymor e to go to t he
bootle&'ger. ~·
Fox, who is president ofhia
fraternity, alao believes the
school's Greek system has
benefited from the situation.
"Wedon'thavestudentsgoing
to parties just to drink beer
anymore," he said.
On the whole, there has been
"no great difference in student
activities or behavior,"
according to James.
Dr. Gary Grace, vice
president for student
development at the university
since January, said,
"According to the students
I've talked with, the amount of
drinking has not really
increased or decreased.
"This is the fifth university
campus I have worked on and

compared to the others, I don't
see as much public drinking. I
see very little rowdy
behavior."
"Initially there were some
complaints from some of the
maintenance people about
more cans on the campus,''
Stephenson said, " but I
haven't even heard anything
about that lately."
Aa it will probably be in
Murray's wet/dry election,
student involvement was a
key element in Morehead's
local option vote. Student
government leader11 circulated
petitiona among the atudents
to get the iuue on the ballot
and helped resister about 900
students to vote.
Students cried foul when
Rowan County's judgeexecutive, Jim Nickell, set the
special election for a Saturday,
despite the petitioners' request
for a Tuesday date. Because,
like Murray, Morehead is a
"suitcase college!' man y
students believed Nickell's
action was a way to keep
student turnout low.
Nickell said he "would
rather not comment" on hi8
motives for setting the election
on a Saturday and said he had
"no idea'' how student
participation affected the
election results.
However, in a story in the
Feb. 18, 1982 issue of The Trail
Blazer, Morehead's university
newspaper, Nickell said "the
permanent taxpayer should be
given every advantage" and
that "students are atictly
studenl" He also said, "A
Saturday is not an unusual
date for a special election,"
and noted that if students were
interested they would stay on
campus and vote that
weekend.
There is little doubt that the
student vote made the
difference in Morehead's
election. But there are varying
reporta on how the student
mobilization has affected
relations bet ween the
townspeople and the students.
Holbrook said there "are no
hard feelings, although some
people feel the atudents h nd a
bigger role than they ahould
have."
"I think there were some
hard feelin1s while the
election was 1oing on and
shortly afterward," James
said. "Yes, the students are
only here four yean, but
others replace them that are
much like them."
Fox believes many
Morehead residents are upset.
"They knew the student vote
would carry it. A whole lot of
townspeople don't like it."
"I'm not sure the studenta
won the vote,'' Stephenson
said, "but we've really not had
any problema. It's been rather
quiet."
Next week: Part Three of The
Alcohol Brewhalw (sic) looks
into how the aides are taking
shape in Murray.

News Trivia
How mac h clo MSU etacle•t• (u a whole>-pe•d
o• car item• per eeme eter?
A. $103,615 B. $537,654 C. $1.62 million D. $2.5 million
A• •wer: MSU students as a group spend approximately $1.62
million per semester on car· related items.
Let us h elp you get your me•eage to student•.
ADVERTISE!
Information taken from 1984 MSU

762-4478

m~~rkehngsurvey.

Six students receive awards
in competitiOn for journalists
Six Murray State students
have been honored in the
Columbia Scholastic Press
Association's Gold Circle
Awarda prorram, the largest
awards competition for
student journalists.
Dan Dipiazzo, of Godfrey,
m., won a third-place award
for informational graphics
done for The Murray State
News.
Certificates of merit were
awarded News staffen Lonnie
Harp, of Mayfield, for eporta
page design; and Roy Mobley,
of Pontotoc, Miu., for feature
photo.
In addition, Dan Heckel, of
Louisville; Suaanna Hodges,
of Frankfort, and Mike
McCoy, of Cloverport; were
given a certificate of merit for
a student life spread in the
1984 Shielil yearbook.
This year's national
competition attracted a record ·
12,102 entries from colleges
and universities and junior

and senior high schools. A
total of709 awarde were given.
The CSPA, baaed at
Columbia University in New
York, began the competition in
1984 to go along with its 61year-old program of critiquea

for publications.
The annual critiques
evaluate the entire publication
as a finished product, whereas
the Gold Circle Awards
recognize achievement by
student journalists in 60
cate&'oriea.

Now featuring billiard equipment
cue sticks and cases
Plus
Darts and Dart-boards

See as for aU yoar fishing needs.

808 Chestnut

753-0703
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An event yqu won't want to
miss. As part of this campus

community, your participating Ford dealer will talk with
you about the special values
available on Ford~s 1985
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model cars and trucks. GET
OFF TO A GREAT SfART
WITH FORD ON THE
DATE(S) LISTED
BELOW!
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Elec tion -~---Continued from Page 1
things besides every day stuff
that comes up , Ruth
said. He is proudest of the
senate's efforts to register
students to vote and listed the
success of Alcohol Awareness
. Week and the formulation of
an academic honesty policy as
achievements.
The vice-president, like the
president, must be a junior,
full-time student with at least
a 2.0 GPA. The vice-president
presides over senate meetings
in the president's absence, but
the bulk of his responsibility
falls in presiding over the
University Center Board.

As chairman of UCB, Rick
Kupchella explained, the vicepresident presides over the
branch of student government
responsible for about $85,000
of the $110,000 budgeted for
student activities.
"The vice-president must
have an understanding of
student programming," he
said. Kupchella said
experience- in the senate or
judicial branch of SGA does
not · qualify a candidate to
preside over the UCB.
The secretary must be a full·
time student with at least a 2.0
GPA. He re-cords all senate
meetings, executive council
meetings and prepares and
publishes the senate
handbook.
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somewhat limited in scope, but
points out there ia little that
can't be done with itif"you try
to personalize the office."
The treasurer must be a full·
time student with at least a 2.0
GPA. He collects and
distributes student
government funds, endones
expenditures, chairs the
finance committee and
prepares and presents the
SGA budget.

Murray State University
presents ...

MISS MSU PAGEANT
'

Tomorrow· 7:30p.m.

Brad Hill, treasurer, said he
had to start from scratch with
his job this year. When Hill
became treasurer, SGA was ·
operating under a deficit
be-cause of a bookkeeping
enor. Hia first duty was to
clear the deficit and rebudget
all planned expenditures. Hill
believes he was successful.
Senators must be full-time
students with a 2.0 GP.A. Two
senators will be ele-cted from
each college, and six at-large
senators are chosen.
College representatives
must maintain a major in their
college and conduct a
minimum of two seminars in
their college.

HO!tpd
G•ut Eptertejpcr:
Michael Joha

Admiaaioa:
$3.50 X:IDits
$2.50 Stadcata
w/MSUID
$1.50 Chilclrca
aadcr 12

All senators must serve on
one senate committee and one
University committee.
-----

The senate passes
resolutions, bills, rules and
regulations "necessary for the
general welfare of the
University" and initiates and
Jim Henson, secretary for maintains programs for this
the 1984-85 term, said the job is purpose.

753-7715

1301 Main

Annual Spring Broke SPecial!
r---------------------•
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Small Sub
99t
:
Good Thru Aprill-30
:
: Dining room & pick up only :

:

VICTOR'S

:

~--------------------~

Delivery
Anyti111e!
•

Be on the look-out for Victorman
H ours: Monday Thru Satur day
10 a:m.-11 p.m.
Closed S unday
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Hammat sees post
as 'neat challenge'
Acting Housing Director
Paula Ham mat baa found that
stepping into someone else's
shoes can be a challenging
experience.
Hammat waa named acting
director Dee. 21 when her
husband Chuck Hulick,
former housing director, went
on leave to work as a faculty
member in the psychology
department.
"It has been a real learning
experience for me," said
Hammat, who formerly served
as aasistant housing director.
"We operate very closely
with each other, we work
together, and I had a feel for
the position, but it haa been
different. There's more
responsibility, and there's
specifics, such as budget
planning, that I have to deal
with."
As housing director,
Hammat said she has contact
with more of the University
and with more parents.
"In addition, now when I
say something I feel as if I'm
speaking for the entire office.
"The present plans are for
him to come back in June and
then I'll go back as assistant
housing director," Hammat
said. She doesn't believe that
the move back down will

bother her.
"I've been assistant housing
director for nine years, and I
was a school teacher for seven
years before that. I've found
whenever we have held a
position for a long time we all
need things to stimulate us
and challenge us. We don't
need to get into a rut. That
hasn't h appened here.
Everyday is som e thi n g
different."
Wh en returning . to her
former position, Hammat will
be looking for ways to
restuctureit, and make it more
challenging.
Working in a tentative
position makes long-term
decisions sometimea difficult,
Hammat said. The budget, the
possibility of renovating
Woods Hall for the sororities,
and other long-term decisions
have been made after
consulting with Hulick and
giving the decision much
thought, said Hammat. "After
all, he will be housing director
when these things go into
effect."
"I've really enjoyed my
position," Hammat said. "It's
been a unique situation. It
obviously has helped me if I
decide to make a job move, and
it's been a neat challenge and
opportunity."
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- SALE -

Spring Ladies Wear

ORGANICAIALY GROWN.
- Jou Jou
- Ladies Suits

Court Square

20% off
- 20% off
- 30% off

Dixieland Center

The Murray State News' Political Ad Policy
A~s pertaining to the wet/dry issue, student government elections, o r local elections must be accompanied by a
c
. or .mo~ order when submitted for publication. Each ad is required to have the name of the person and
orgaruzat10n (if apPlicable) sponsoring the ad at the bottom of the advertisement, As with other 3ds,lhe ad deadline is
noon Monday Pl'IOF to Friday's paper. We reserve the right to edit copy which is hbelous or considered to be in poor
taste.
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With MURRAY STATE IN EUROPE
Experience the excitement of discovering o new world while
you leom with Murroy State University in Europe. You will study
in your choice of four fosctnating countries and eom college
credit at the some time. ALL MSU STUDENTS ARE

I

ELIG IBLE AND WELCOME.

\

ALL PROGRAM PRICES INCLUDE ** ROUND TRIP AIR FARE
** ROOM .,.. MEALS** TUITION ** EXCURSIONS** YOUR
CHOICE OF SEVERAL COURSES OFFERED

SPAIN ' 1,525
5 weeks in unforgettable MADRID * excursions to Segovia,

T aledo and Avila * business administration courses available
* explo're the world famous Prodo and the cultural delights of
Spain's capitol city.

ITALY 11,690
5 weeks in Michelangelo's FLORENCE * excursions to Rome,
Venice, and Piso ·• study Italian art, cu lture, and language in
the center of the Itolion Renaissance.

'

AUSTRIA '1,940
6 weeks in the ALPINE CITY OF BREGENZ * 2 weeks indepen·
dent travel * 8 week Eurailposs included * excursions to
Munich, the Swiss Alps, Vienna, and Salzburg.

FRANCE 12,160
3 weeks in exciting PARIS* 3 weeks In the MEDITERRANEAN
CITY OF NIMES * 2 weekS of independent travel * 8 week
Eurollposs included * ·exc:tKStons to Versailles, the Chartres
cathedral, the castles of the Loire, and Avignon.
For10nciol oid is available In the form of guaranteed student loons. No
koowledge of the language is required

TO RESERVU.OUR SPOT, COHTACT:
Contact ICentuc:tty lnstllut• FH 311 or call Or. J Millon GrlmH 782-3011

won't want to
miss. As pan of this campus
community, your participating Ford dealer will mlk with
you about the special values
available on Ford's 1985
An event you
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model cars and trucks.

GET
OFF TO A GREAT START
WITH FORD ON TilE
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Woods residents petition ·
to keep Panhellenic out
By JACKIE WELLS
News Editor

The president of the Woods
Hall Council presented
President Kala M. Stroup a
petiti"on bearing 229
signatures asking that the
Univenity not converi a wing
of their residence hall into
sorority suites.
The Woods Hall Council
took advantage of Stroup's
student forum in the Hart Hall
coffeehouse Wednesday night
to express their grievances
about the proposal.
George Panagos ,
Owensboro, president of the
hall council, said, "We don't
want a sorority wing in Woods
Hall. Not only would this
' cause pennanent residents to
leave, but it would also cause
an interference with a
predominantly independent
a.tmosphere experienced only
at Woods Hall."

One student expreseed a
concern that the Public Safety
Office and the Housine Office
keep news of thefts from the
residents. Paula Hammat,
acting director of the Housing
Office, laid news of thefts is
sometimes concealed to keep
false accusations from being
made. Stroup said that on·

campus security ia taken very
seriously.
Stroup aaid ehe was pleased
with the forum's outcome and
plana to hold others in the
future. The session was
sponsored by TV-11, the
campus televiaon station. and
the Student Government
Aaaociation.

YOU LOOK GOOD IN PERSON.
HOW DO YOU LOOK ON PAPER?
The object is to sell a product, YOUR SKILLS, to a
buyer, THE EMPLOYER. A resume is a personal
SALES ADVERTISEMENT. For a personal resume
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to:

JOB SEARCH

P.O. Box IOU, Peducah, Ky. 42002-8047
Phone (502) 554-1181
:1

Panagos asked Stroup why
no representative of Woods
Hall was included in the
decision·making process. He
asked if a representative could •
be included in future talks, to
which Stroup agreed.
Panagos asked whether the
University sees extra·
curricular activities as more
important than dormitory life.
The council wanted to know
what University officials
expected Woods residents to
gain from the sorority wing
renovation and what would
become of the renovation
refugees.
Panagos said the council is
not against the sorority
system, but feels "others
should not suffer on their
behalf."
Stroup did not discuss
specific plans for the proposed
sorority wing, saying that
nothing has been finalized.
She said the area being
considered for renovation is
the east wing of the first floor.
Stroup told the audience
there has been a lO-yea1 ·
search for sorority meeting
space. The groups now meet in
Swann Hall, part of which has
been condemned.
Stroup assured Woods
residents that the sororities
are not intending to take over
the building. Woods will
remain a co-ed residence hall,
she said.
"We have residence halls
with bonds that we must pay
off," Stroup said. "One of the
things that we look at when
, we're considering various
- groups is our student housing.
The sororities will be charged
for the rentals. We aren't
talking about something for
free."
More than 60 students
attended the meeting .
Fourteen of the 30 questions
she entertained dealt with
residents complai n ts,
questions and comments
about donnitoriee.

·--.. . . .
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Visittng sculptor scheduled
As the final artist of the :Visiting Artiet Series, sculptor
Patrick Strzelec will present a lecture and conduct a workshop
April2·5.
Strzelec, who is head of the Patina department at the Johnson
AtelierTechnicallnstituteofSculptureinMercerville,N.J., will
present a free public lecture and show slides of sculpture
production at the Institute April 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery.
At the three-day workshop, Strzelecwill demonstrate methods
to create various colora and surface appearances on bronze. The
sessions will be from 10 a .m. to 4 p ..m. beginning April3 at the
MSU sculpture foundry. A $5 registration fee is required to
enroll.

.-
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Stability gained with marriage
marriage, he said. "It just
makes it that much tougher."
Campus Life Editor
Mayes believes husbands
can make a big difference in a
college marriage. "In college,
Being married in college most guys have not caught up
provides students with with the woman in maturity,"
stability and better grades, Mayes said. Women will reset
according to several married their priorities easier than
men, who cling to their
students at MSU.
Dr. Jerry Mayea, interim individual wants, he said,
chairman of the speech and although there are always
.
theatre department and a exceptions.
Debbie Pfeffer, a junior, said
former marriage counselor,
said many students are the main advantage of her
frustrated and lonely, and it is seven-year marriage to her
good for them to go home and husband, Larry, a sophomore,
"recreate their world." ia "the support system that's
Marriage "can provide the always there."
Pfeffer said knowing what
only stability they see in theirresponsibilities belong to each
life," Mayes said.
However , children, spouse helps in sharing the
financial stress and lack of work at the apartment. "We
time can cause pressure in the both go to school We both

By CONNIE McPHERSON

Art. Ora'Ming• from

,..._.. MIN

the advanc«:t
dra'Ming clue In
Eagle Gallery
through April 8.
Art.Wotka of Lynn
Pesoat Warren on
Eagle Gallery upper

Murray State
Unlver.lty 7:30p.m.
In Lovett
Auditorium .
Pony Pull.Weigh-In
(1 a.m.) and pull (1 1
a.m.) ateKpo

level March 31.

center.

Reclt8L Tray
Fomon (plano) 2
p.m. In Fine Arta

Center.

"ectl& Scott
AleXander

(woodwlnd)3:30
p.m. In Fine Arta
Center.

mess up the house," she said.
"And we both clean the
house."
The Pfeffers have two
daughters: Elisha, 6, and
Kriaty, 4. Pfeffer said she often
feels guilty about not spending
enough time with her
daughters, so she puts down
her schoolwork to spend time
with them. "Youhavetoreally
learn how to split up your
time," she said. "It's a give
and take situation."
Many residents of College
Courts feel isolated from the
campus, Pfeffer said, since
announcements of events
don't usually reach the
northern end of campus. " We
do like to know what'~! going
on. It's our release system,"
she aaid.

,.... ,........

Godfather II &:30
p.m. In 208 Faculty
Hall.

......._.Brede
holtllllnole.

C~Nta.- Mk:twll

John s p.m. In The
Stabl• .

Dallas Jones, a sophomore
who lives in College Courts,
said it is nice to be able to
study with his wife, Jemmelle,
also a sophomore, and to share
expenses for items such as
textbooks.
However, he said they have
some conflictaoftime between
working and their one-year·
old daughter, Je88ica. Jones
said it is hard to fmd time for
himself because of these
different responsibilities.

both have improved their
grade-point averages.
The main disadvantage of a
college marriage, Grant said,
is fitting cooking and
dishwashing into her study
schedule. Sixteen-month-old
daughter Rachel also claims
study time.
Pfeffer said getting married
baa financially helped her and
her husband. Before they were
married, she said, she was not
eligible for financial aid, but
now she and her husband are
Sandra Grant said she receiving it.
pnjoys being married in
She said l'ent and food costa
fcollege because she has a also are cheaper than living
stable homelife and knows separately in the dormitories.
what her schedule is. She and
her husband, Clyde, have
See MARRIAGE
more study time, since they do
Page 11
not spend their time dating or
going home on weekends, and

,....~2001 ,

Spece Ode&Hy 7
p.m. In 208 Faculty
Halt.
Feculty ..ealtel.
Chriatopher

Thompeorl (violin)
and Mane Taylor
(plano)8 p.m. ln
Fine Alii Center.

Art. Woru of Karen

Cook on Eagle
Gallery upper level
through April,,.,
Motte.Tight Ro,. 7
and 830 p .m. in the
Curria Center
Theatre.

c - r t .MSU
Chamber Orcheatra

8 p.m. at Wrather
Auditorium.

Filii ....,.,.Dead
Men Don~ Wear
Plaid,12:30 p .m. ln
208 Faculty Hall.
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Campus fraternities devise
Greek activities fOr spring
Planning to finish the
semester in their own unique
way, the majority of
fraternities on campua are
sponsoring special events.
Alpha Tau Omega will
sponsor ita annual Frog Hop
April 20. John Kramer said
only a small amount of
preparation is involved.
"We just order them (the
frogs) from a bait shop and
pick them up. That's it."
Kramer said the fun begins
once the event is over, when
a pig is roasted and the party
begins. "There's not really
much competition. I think
there's only three jumps. It's
really more of an opportunity
for people to get together and
have fun ."
Brock Saladin of Sigma Phi
Epsilon said "the main thing
(during the spring semester) is
Hairy Buffalo," which is
tentatively set for April 20.
Saladin said the Sig Epa look
forward to the semi-annual
party, although it requires
preparation. " It really is a lot
of work," he said.
The brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha are planning
something new this year,
acc ording to Ri c hard
Whitehouse.
"We haven't really had
anything 1i ke other
fraternities, and we thought
wemighthaveadaywherethe
sororites could come and have
fun, enjoy the day and not
really exert themselves.
We're going to have some
alumni donate a hog and have
The First Annual Pig Out.
Afterwards, there will be some
events like a greased pig
contest."
.
.
The event 1s set for Apnl28.
James Klump of Phi Kappa
Tau said his fraternity was
planning to sponsor a special
event or day, but things didn't
go as planned.
"We had talked about it, but
_it was planned for this

weekend, and thinp didn't
work out." Klump aaid that in
afewyearatbePhiTauahope
to sponsor such a day.
According to Mark Hughes,
president of Lambda Chi
Alpha, the big event for hi&
fraternity ia Watermelon Bust,
at the beginning of the fall
semester.
Hughes said the event is
scheduled for the fall "because
everyone is glad to get back to
school and see each other, and
it gets the semester off to a
good start."
Ac c ording to David
Vaughn, Tau Kappa Epsilon
usee the spring to focus on its
philanthropic, which involves
a keg roll for St. Jude's
Children's Hospital.
In addition, the fraternity
will host a benefit for St.
Jude's April 17 at a Puryear
bar.
" 'Windows' is goin1 to be
performing and then some Tshirts and other items will be
auctioned. It has involved a
great deal of work, but we're
excited about it," said
Vaughn.
The brothers of Alpha
Gamma Rho have two events,
Paul Bunyan Day and a
tractor pull, that highlight
their spring semester.
Tim Gaines said, "Paul
Bunyon Day is the Tuesday of
Greek Week. To prepare for it,
we make a list of things we will
need, and get the things we
need to do them."
Gaineesaidplanningforthe
tractor puU was hard work. "It
takes everybody - brothers
and little sisters - to put it on,
but there's a sellout crowd
every year, and we all have a
really good time."
Michael Toth of Kappa
Alpha said the activities his
fraternity had planned were
"pretty much internal, as far
aslknow." OnOldSouthDay,
a fraternity dance ends Old
South Week, which is a week of

activities involving the
brothers and little siaters.
Raffii.na' ticket. for $100 of
clothes from Com-Austin is
the present focus of Delta
Sigma Phi, said Mike Olson.
The money made on the raffle
will go to the March of Dimes.

753-9514
P.S. (no names pleaee)
Or do you dare?
THE FLOWER BASKET
609 1/ 2 So. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

-

Executive Secretaries
Word Processors
Typists

"We're also making plans
for the second annual toga
party following the spring
Bl ue-Gold football game.
We're looking forward to
that," said Olson.

Respond to:

Derby Day is a big event for
the Sigma Chis, according to
derby chairman Roger Pugh.
Pugh said planning for the
April12 event begins a month
in advance.

TASK, Inc.
Temporary Services
P.O . Box 1532
Paducah, Ky. 42002

"The work is a lot more than
people think. You have to get
all the props for the events,
order T-shirts and derbys, take
care of music, and all sort.s of
things. There's a lot that goes
into it, but it's fun," Pugh said.
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Answers to essays often
amusing for professors ·
By MICHELE SIMMONS
.nd MICHELE VENA
Staff Writers

Bloopera can occurin almoet
any situation- and as several
Univeraity profeeeora have
found out, eeaay quettiona
produce more than their fair
share of humorous answers.
A number of profeeeora of
world civilization and
humanities couraes have kept
files of the answers that have
piled up over the years from
varioua testa and papera.
The blunders fall into
several different categoriet,
depending on the type of
answer and the reaaon for the
mix-up.
Some amusing answers
arise from simple
grammatical errona.
• When aaked to identify
Joe Namath, one atudent
described him as "the highest
paid player ever to enter the
prose."

FYI

• Another student believee
the song traditionally aung on
New Years Eve ia ''Auld Lan1
Zion." Everyone knows how
Europe was devastated by the
"Bluebonic Plague...
Other mistaket1 are purely
unintentional.
During timed testa or long
eeaays, studenta aometimee
don't catch awkward wording
or miauaed meanings.
• One student who did not
bother to proofread her answer
wrote, "Lucy Gray: This poem
is about a girl who wanders
around moaning all the time.
She is pregnant. By
Wordsworth.''
• When t:ryiJll( to define the

word "bracketa," a student
said, "bracketa are uaed in
writing to encloae vital, but
unneceeaary information."
Students under preeaure will
sometimet get so deeperate
they will writs anything to fill
the annoying blank apace.
• The Mayaa were once
defined as "a substance grown
in America which we call
com."
It takee a college education
to know that the Venicians
invented the venition blinds.
• The Rosetta Stone, a atone
found in Egypt that wcu
covered with hieroglyphics,
wa1 not Mr. Stone's wife, butit
was a good try.
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For Guys Only
bid you spend your Spring Break

in Califorina?... meet me, and get in an
accident on 1-10 (Santa MonicaSan Bernardino Freeway) on March 13th?
If so, I'm looking for you guys!! !You left the
scene before I could double back to help.
Drop me a letter and let me know you
made it home okay.

Brenda Sea"'ey
1187 Holly Lane
Caliaaaa,CA 92320

LET US WORK FOR YOU. ADUERTISEI
Ad daclllnHooa IWionde.

Clbc:eUitlon clelclllnHoon
Phone t62-44tL

Spend a night at Ford Theater
..~oM eo a ., • . , •~ t111lf:ll,.. rl"
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ULTIMATE FRISBEE
CLUB

An i nter e st and
organizational meeting for an
Ultimate Frisbee Club is
scheduled for 4 p.m. Saturday
at Cutc hin Field. The
sponsoring profeeaor for the
club ia Dr. Mike Torbett.

Marriage-continued from Page 9
Stacy Acquino said
marrying her husband, Paul,
helped her to improve her
grades a great deal. "You're
with your husband and you
can study better," she said.
Acquino said since her
marriage she and her husband
have more time together than
when they were single. They
see each other between classee
and at night and do not
participate in the college
social life on the weekends, she

wd.

Timothy Feltner, a graduate
student, said he and hie wife,
Karen, do not apend u much
money as they did before they
married.
A spouae helps a peraon deal
with atrese by talking, he said,
noting that being married
givet "you 10meone to lean
back on ifyou have probleme."
Feltner uid a conflict that
ari8ea between him and hia
wife occun when onewlahee to
atudy and one wiahee to go out.
The amall apartment. at
College Court. alao hinder
atudyin1 at tim•, he added.
Advi1in1 men who are
thinkin1 about mal'l')'inl
while 8tiU in
Feltaer
aaid, "Go ahead If you're ave
she'• the penon you love and
want to marry. You can make
it ifyou have your heart in the
right place, but you have to be
devoted and realise what
you're let&ina into ."
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CO-SPONSORED BY

MURRAY STAll UNIYERSII r
Admission:

$1.25 with MSU 10
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A- Superior; B - Good: C- Fair; D - Mediocre; E- Poor

Film depicts teenage life
in warm, humorous light
Finally, a movie has been
made that exemplifies and
represents the problems and
characteristics of high school
life in a way that is easy to
relate to.
The Brea.k{ut Club (R),
written and directed by John
Hughes, successfully depicts
pressures of the teenage years
with humor and sentiment.
Hughes does this with the help
of five extraordinary
perfonners.
The movie is set almost
entirely in a high school
library where five students
must sacrifice a Saturday in
detention. The five are
described as "a brain. a
beauty, a jock, a rebel and a
recluse," and all represent a
different clique in their school.
It is obvious that the five
were not meant to interact, but
they soon discover things
about each other and conclude
that stereotypes are not
alw11ys accurate.
All this may sound a bit
heavy, but the beauty of the
film is that, in a very touching
and humorous way, it answers
the questions asked by
teenagers trying to deal with
the unfaimeee and cruelty of
teachers and peers.
This achievement can only
be attributed to a magnificent
screenplay and five wonderful
perfonnances.
Although the film centers on
no single person, the character
of the rebel, Johnny Bender,
(Judd Nelson), is the tie that

Although they are oppoeed to

THE
BREAKFAST
CLUB

A+.
binds the five together.
Because he continually forces
the other four to think about
themselves and justify their
actions, he is the reason for the
interaction.
Nelson's portrayal also
forces the audience to think as
weD. He makes Johnny very
realistic with the jokes,
mannerisms and language of
any hood.
However , Nelson's
perfonnance does not detract
from the other four. Emilio
Estevez, (The Outsider•),
portrays the high school
wrestling star totally
dominated by hie unseen
father and his coach.
Despite his character's
reputation as a dumb jock,
Estevez depict. Andy as a
mature and eenmtive person.
He is not entirely convinced
that physical weaknesa is a
liability and etrength is an

each other in the betrinning

Ringwald and Hall leave th~
library with sympathy· and
re.pect for each another.
Ally Sheedy, (War Games)
has perhape the most difficuli
character to relate to. Because
she has no dialogue in the first
twentyminutesofthetilm she
relies totaUy on mannerisms
for impact and humor. When
Sheedy doee speak, she reveale
not "a baeket case", but a
neglected girl who turns her
feelings ineide to avoid being
hurt.
The main adult performance
by Paul Gleaeon completes the
picture's reputation as a
teenage film. Gleason
effectively portrays the
teacher, Richard Vernon as
an Attila the Hun, only w~rse.
Although The Breakfa•t
Club has not been ·widely
publicized, it is well worth the
price of a ticket to see a bit of
high school drama on the
screen.
The film's humor ranks it
above the usual teenap film,
but the pluses of great
perfonnancee and the honeet
eentiment in the movie make it
even better than any teenage
film since American Graffiti.
-Dannie Prather
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M 9 p.m.; Tu 3:30p.m.; W 7 p.m.
Th 5 p.m.; F 7:30p.m.

Down on the Farm
Barnyard humor with "Molly. the M oo
€ow" and other animated favorites. 30
min

M 9·30 p m · T "'
W
c.uiiPIIJI88lii\tl1llllllll
.
. .• u .. p.m.; 7:30 p.m. I P I C •
Th 5:30p.m.: F 8 p.m.
.....

.a •

The Rutles (Pall D) .
Parody of the lives and careers of the
Beatles with George Harrison, Mick
Jagger, John Belushi and
30

asset.

Molly Ringwald and
Anthony Michael Hall of
Sixteen Can dl u
give
outstanding performance. as
the prom queen and the brain.

Music programs scheduled
The Chestnut Brass
Company, an award-winning
brass ensemble, wiD give· a
concert tonight in the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum at 8
p.m.
Admission is free for
faculty, students and
members of the Murray Civic
Music Association, and is $..1
for others. Proceeds go to the
Departm e nt of Music
Scholarship Fund.

jazz concert Tuesday at 8 p.m.
in Lovett Auditorium.

The 19-member band
specializes in eounde from the
big band era, and additionally
perfonne past top-40 hits, ae
well.
Captain Roy Breiling,
commander of the 502nd and
conductor of the Blue Edition,
said jazz musicchancedstylea
as it moved from New OrleaiUI
up the Miuiasippi to St. Louis.
"It'a fun to play, and great to
A portion of the 502nd Air lieten to. I hope everyone will
Force Band of the Gulf Coast take their first opportunity to
Blue Edition, will perform ~ hear us perfonn," he said.

Complete Auto Glass Shop

D&W
Auto Supply
512 S. 12th St.
Murray
753-4563

Tu 5p.m.; W8 p.m. Th 4 &
9 p.m.; F 8·30 p.m.

~

This

A SUbway Serenade
r~olwnbia College, Chicago-Ted

Week!

Tu 5:30p.m.; W 8:30p.m.
Th 4:30 & 9:30 p.m.: F 7 p.m.

..
1/tlJRH

Sold Amertc:an
Steve Parldord's documentary on marijuana growers in Northern Caillomia. 30
min
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watchth•
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rune:

7Jt.M. &
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Automotive
Machine
Shop
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EALTHAND
FITNESS
Fitness program
should begin slo
As i.he weather becomes
sunny and warm, many people
will have good intentions of
getting physically fit.
According to Jay Flanagan,
track and cross country coach,
a fitness program should
begin slowly and focus on
three 'regions.
"It has to be a combination
of three areas: strength,
cardiovascular conditioning
and flexibility. You can't
slight any of the three and you
can't go overboard on any of
the three," Flanagan said.
People beginning a fitnes1>
program push themselves too
hard the first day, get sore
mu.acles and then refuse to
work out the next day,
Flanagan said, who teaches
th~ physical fitness course.
The person beginning
cardiovascular conditioning
should start with a
running/walking program for
seven minutes the first day
and then add 30 seconds a day
for the first week, reaching 10·
and·a·half minutes. This
plateau should be held for the
second week.

Fifteen &econds should be
added each day the third week
and that time should be held
for the fourth week.
After adding 15 seconds
each day the fifth week, a
person can run or walk any
distance he wishes, according
to Flanagan. The actual
walking time should be
lessened and the running time
should be lengthened.
The flexibility program is
mainly just stretching each
joint in the body five times and
holding the stretch for 30
seconds. Flanagan added that
a person should hold the
stretch and not bounce.
Flanagan said the strength
sequence does not necessarily
mean lifting weights.
Strength can be increased by
combining gravity and body
weight and doing push-ups,
pull-ups, sit-ups and dips.
The exercise should go
through a complete range of
motion, which is the limit that
the joint can move.
A person over 30 years old
should have a physical
examination before beginning
Photo by ROY MOBLEY
a fitness program, Flanagan
Leroy Boyd, of Memphla, end Rocky Evena, of Pt~cagoule, Mill., lncorportte running 11 ptrt of their
said.
fltne.. workout. Both men tre members of the Rtcer balkt tbtll tMm.

Self-discipline, dedication
required for bodybuilding
By MICHELE VENA
Staff Writer

Bodybuilding is mo~ J than
lifting weights and developing
muscles, it is a combination of
knowledge and self discipline.
Many people believe
bodybuilding and
weightlifting to be the same.
However, weightlifting is
simply power lifting, or lifting
with weights for strength,
while bodybuilding is getting
the physique as symmetrical
as possible.

Bob Josephides, a junior
computer information
systems major from Athens,
Greece, started bodybuilding
for physical fitness three years
ago. In the beginning, he
lifted every other day for 90
minutes, and eventually
worked up to lifting for two to
three hours daily, six days a
week.
Tom Workman, a junior
criminal justice major from
Murray, placed second in the
Mr. Kentucky competition
sponsored by the Amateur
Athletic Union last weekend
in Louisville.

Workman has been
weightlifting for five years,
but only bodybuilding for two.
He began working out with his
high school football team and
enjoyed it so much, he decided
to continue working out to see
how far be could go.
Workman, who believes that
good nutrition is a key to
bodybuilding, learned about
the sport by reading books and
listening to what other
professionals had to say.
Surprisingly enough, he
does have a meal ticket to eat
in Winslow Cafeteria, but he
carefully watches what he
eats. His six daily meals
consist of low fats and high
carbohydrates.
Workman, who is against
the use of steroids, believes
good nutrition habits will
achieve the same results in the
long run.
Though most bodybuilders
often change routines,
Workman usually sticks to the
same workout pattern: 90
minutes a day for three days
See BODYBUILDING
Page 14

....
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Bodybuilding~---

Power
of the
Press
John eou.n. demonatra...
hla w.lghtltftlng ..,.. - he
worb out In the men'• weight
room In the Carr Health
Building.

Continued from page 13
with a one-day rest before
besinning the routine again.
Approximately 10 weeks
before a competiti on,
Workman begins a strict diet
to raise hi8 metabolism. One
week before the contest he
practices hi8 poeee in addition
to eating fooda with low
carbohydrates to rid of the
water in his body.
During the final two days he

eats foods with a high amount
of carbohydrates so some of
the water in hi8 body will
return and hia muclea will fill
up.
Workman said the Mr.
Kentucky conteet haa given
him inspiration an d
motiva tion to enter other
conteets. Hie immediate goal
is to win Mr. Collegiate
America next year, a contest
that he will begin preparing
for in two weeks.

Coemetology by LaDora
Hairdresser: Paulette Wilferd

(MSU Alumnus)

CatAStylea

-······-·····-······-····--·-····S5

Wornen-...·-··-···----$10
lAet\ t'lllS .........- •••- ......- ....... $25
Dixieland Center

753·0658

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

Moisturizers and loofahs
keep skin soft in summer ~===-c:::::::::::.C:::~IIC:::::NIC~
Change Safe Combinellons

Soft, beautiful akin is one of
our best beauty pluses and
gives us a wonderful
psychological lift. Pond's
Beauty Institute offel'8 some
tips to help keep akin soft for
summer.
Everyone pampers their
face, but many people don't
give their neck and shoulders
the attention they deserve. A
mild soap should be used to
cleanse; a moisturizer should
be used to tone; and blemishes
should be treated.
The skin of the inner arm is
soft and sensitive, but the
outer arm is exposed to the
environment . Gentle

sloughing creams and
moisturizers are important to
keep outer akin smooth.
Thick, rough elbow akin
needs daily care with
scrubbing grains and rich
creams. If elbows are slightly
discolored, they can be rubbed
with lemon halves.
Handa can be the first area
to show signa of age. The akin
on the top of the hands is thin
and has few oil glands. It is ·
constantly expoeed to sun,
wind, water and dry air.
A moisturizer that absorbs
quickly should be applied
every time hands are waahed.
When applying sunscreen, the

Mobile Home Petta

top of the hands should not be
neglected.
The stomach and chest
areaa are not prone to dryne88,
HORTON'S LOCKSHOP
but a periodic treatment with a
Lock Work All Types
24 Hour Service
mois tur izing m ask will
parantee sleek, beautiful
akin. A Loofah may be used on
the back to stimulate fresh
900 Coldwater Road
Bus. 502·753·5980
akin cella.
Murray, KY 42071
Rea. 502-753·1203
To have nice looking lege
and sleek knees and feet,
grains canand
be dead
used . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -...
scrubbing
to remove roughness
akin cells. Since these areaa
have few oil glands, they
shou l d be moisturized
regularly.

Factory Discount
Shoes ·

West Side of the Sun

New ladies' spring and
summer shoes.

Miss the April Showers and
save that Spring Break TanPay only $37.50
for 300 minutes
through the month of April.

Name brands including:

107 S. 15t• Street (AcrOM
··from Spub Hall)
759-1269

Hours Monday-Thursday 7-9
Friday-Saturday 7-6
Sunday 1-5
~

•Connies
•Footnotes
•Footworks •Dexters
•Naturalizers
•Hush Puppies

ONLY

$9.95
16th & Main

753-9419

...

Poay J._en $19.99
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Every Tuesday Is

TACO TUESDAY

Choice of jogging s_h~es
depends on distance run TACO

2 Crispy Tacos
For $1.19

Ollet Good All Oay-No Coupo~No Llm.l

Whether jogging for exercise
or in competition, what people
wear on their feet can figure
significantly in how well they
will perform, according to the
American Podiatry
Association (APA).

'

Shoe requirements for
individual runners differ.
"One has to distinguish
between pleasure runners,
competition runners and those
with normal and abnormal
feet," explained an APA
spokesperson. The only
similarities in running shoes
are a thick sole, a thicker heel
and flexibility at the ball of the
shoe.
However, the wear should
not be so excessive that the
shoe becomes totally worn on
the outer heel within a few
weeks. If the runner has
excesssive bowing of the legs,
there may be considerable
wearing farther out than
normal on the outside of the
heel. Also, excessive outside
heel wear may mean excessive
pronation, and inside heel
wear may indicate an intoeing
gait.
Shoes can help in the
diagnosis of foot problems. A
normal foot will show normal
wear, which is greater wear on
the outside of the heel than the
inside.
The ideal shoe for the
normal foot should be flexible
enough to allow for a good toeoff and be constructed with a

Parcourse
provides
complete
workout
The Parcourse, a total
outdoor fitness course, offers
students, faculty members
and local citizens the
opportunity to get into shape
for the summer months.
The 1.8-mile course begins
near College Courts and ends
near the tennis courts behind
Springer Hall. It combines
walking, running,jogging and
exercising to give a person a
warm-up, a work·out and a
cool-down.
The course, constructed in
1978, has 16 stations with
prescribed exercises. The
exercises have three levels,
beginning, intermediate and
advanced, and the difference
inleveldependsonthenumber
of repetitions for the exercise.
Work on the Parcourse
project was initiated by
Upward Bound students and
members of the Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity. It · was
funded by a federal and a
university grant .
Construction was completed
by the Intramural Office.

JOHN~SaD

Acrose From MSU Stadium

GETTING OFF ON THE RIGHT FOOT, • Jogg« prepiires the right
w•y for his work out by obM rvfng proper foot C8re.

abnormalities.

sturdy counter which doesn't
rub against or blister the heel
bone. The proper fit is
mandatory and, as a general
rUle, the higher heel running
shoes are better for foot health
than flat heels.

The runner with abnormal
feet can be given greater
stability with the construction
of an orthotic device, or a foot
support made from a cast of
the runners foot.

The midd,le and short
distance runner or sprinter
should train as much as
possible in racing flats. Spikes
should not be worn too often
because they may caus~
problems on the bottom of the
feet from the spike pressure
points. They also limit
rotation between the foot and
the track and accent foot

The APA stated that
injuries can be prevented by
the use of orthotic devices, by
buying good shoes and
keeping them in repair,
knowing the early warning
signa of overuse and by
performing adequate warmup
exercises before running
or jogging.
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PHARMACY
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We now carry the full line of

Panama Jack
SUN TAN PRODUCTS.
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A look ahead in sports
Next week in TM New• aport. section, a look at the possibility
of certain sporta being cut from the athletic program.
Tennis player Starr Jones will be featured as will the rifle
team, who recently captured the NCAA championship.
An update on whether new head basketball coach Steve
Newton will find new aNiatants for next season is also on the
agenda.
Along with these, there will be the complete wrap up of
baeeball, men's and women's tennia, men'a and women's track,
golf and intramural a.

Martin named basketball MVP
By DAN HECKEL
Sports Editor

Va da Martin was the big
winner at Saturday night's
basketball banquet, as the 6foot-7 forward received the Joe
Fulks Most Valuable Player
award.
"I thought I deserved the
award, because I think I've
played hard and contributed
enough to the team," Martin
said. Th e senior from
Montgomery, Ala., led the
team in scoring with 12.7
points a game and in
rebounding, claiming 6.2
boards a game.
New head coach Steve
Newton said the coach's vote
for MVP is based on the
complete player, who scores,
rebounds and plays good
defense. "It goes to the person
who con tributes the most to
the team and this year that
was Vada," Newton said.
Martin said he would like to
play professional basketball
overseas if he could, but if not,
the business major will return
to school to finish his degree.
The banquet was
highlighted by former coach
Ron Greene's farewell to his
players. "I wish both coaches
the best in their new jobs,"
Martin said. Martin also won
the Dick Cunningham
Rebounding award.

Junior forward Chuck Glass
was also a dual winner,
receiving both the Gerrett
Beshear Defensive award and
the Bennie P.Jrcell assist
award. Glass, of Elkton, led
the team in steals with 46 and
usually drew the opposing
teams toughest player on
defense. He also led the team
with 104 888ists.
Senior guard Craig Talley,
Baltimore, won the Howard
Crittenden Free Throw
Shooting award, .for hitting
81.9 percent of his free throws.
The award is named after
Murray's all-time leading
scorer.
Mike Lahm, the senior
center from St. Louis, won the
Rex Alexander Scholar·
Athlete award . An
engineering physics major,
Lahm finished his
undergraduate studies with a
3.93 GPA and carried a 4.0 in
his graduate studies. He also
led the team in field goal
percentage with 61 percent
and blocked shots with 41.
Freshman Leroy Boyd won
the Tom Moran Mos t
Courageous award. Newton
said the award goes to
someone with a good attitude
toward the game, who hustles,
plays good defense and is a
role player. The 6-foot guard
from Memphis East High
School played in 23 games and
started four of them. He
handed out 21 assists while
averaging7.7minutesagame.

In
your
face

Vada Martin ahowa soma of
the form that got him named
Moat V..uable Player on the
1884-85 Racer basketball
team.

Racers sweep two matches

Tennis team still rolling,
ready for road matches
By CLAY WALKER
Staff Wrtter

It appears that nothing can
stop the men's tennis team
lately.
North Alabama University
couldn't stop the Racers, nor
could Western Kentucky
University. And just when it
appeared that the Vanderbilt
University Commodores were
going to fall to the Racers, it
rained.
However, coach Bennie
Purcell was not dissapointed.
"We feel like we would have
beaten them," Purcell said.
"We were winning and we had
beaten them earlier in the
season."
MSU went into the Vandy
contest with plenty of

momentum. The Racers shut
out North Alabama and WKU,
9-0.
The team will travel to
Memphis State Univeraity

tennis
Saturday and to Western
Kentucky University on
Sunday.
No. 1 seed Tony Wretlund
beat North Alabama's Brice
Bishop 6-0, 6-3 and Western's
Scot Underwood 6-1, 6-1. At
No. 2, Jens Bergrahm beat
NAU's Calvert Bibb 6-1 , 6-2
and WKU's Matt Fones 6-0,
6-1.
Purcell split his number
three position. Bobby

Montgomery won against
North Alabama 6-0, 6-0, while
Alan Farmer took over
against Weetern, cruising 6-1,
6-1.
Steve M888ad played No. 4,
winning 6-0, 6-3 and 6-4, 6-4
and Joe Carter handled No. 5
seed chorea, winning 6-2, 6-1
over North Alabama and 6-4,
6-4 over Western. John
Brunner won both matches at
number six, 6-0, 6-0 and 6-7, 63,7-5.
Wretlund and Massad had
little trouble as Murray's No. 1
doubles team, winning 6-3, 6-4
and 6-2, 6-1. The two are now .
12-0.
Montgomery and Farmer
won at the No. 2 seed 6-3, 6-4
and 6-2, 6-1, while Carter and
Brunner finiahed the perfect
weekend at No. 3 6-1, 6-2 and
4-6, 6-4, 6-3.
0

First effort Is rewarding
as track team wins easily
By RANDY REEVES
Staff Writer

The men's track team got
the spring season off to a good
start by winning 15 of 18
eventa in the Murray State
Invitational Saturday.

Coach Jay Flanagan said he
was extremely happy with his
team's performance. " I really
think we did great for it being
our first team effort and our
first outdoor meet. The
freshmen and young kids
really impressed me , "
Flanagan satd.
Ronald Boyce and Joseph
Woodside led the way, each
winning two events. Boyce
won first place in the 100meter and 200-meter dashes.
WOodside took top honors in
both the discus and javelin.

long jump and the triple jump.
Freshman Steve Smith won
the 400-meter dash, while
Lance Winders took first place
in the 10,000-meter run.
The Racers took first place
in both of the hurdle events.
James Yarbrough won the
110-meter hurdles, while John
O'Neal won the 400-meter
hurdles.
MSU also breezed to two
more wins in the 400-meter
and 1600-meter relays.
No team scores were kept in
the meet.
Flanagan is optimistic
about his team's chances this
spring. " I think that this is the
best total team I have had
since I have been here. I hope
that we can challenge for the
OVC title by the end of the
year," Flanagan said.

Murray State will host a 10
Uave ~mali alao won two team meet tommorrow at
events, taking first place in the Stewart Stadium.
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Wretlund bounces back,
regains winning re~ord
By CLAY WALKER
Staff Writer

Freshman mistakes are
common in most sports and
tennis is no exception. But if a
lesson in overcoming them
could be taught, Tony
Wretlund could do it.
Wretlund.. who got off to a
4-7 start, is now 2().8 as the
Racers' No. 1 seed. The
Sweden native has lost his No.

success may be his win over
the University of Louisville's
Brendon Berke, who was
ranked 49th in the country.
"That was one of my beet
matches," Wretlund said.
"Lately, I've played really
good tennis."
With all the rood thinge
happening to Wretlund,hehaa
no regrets about cominr to
Murray.
"I really enjoy playing for
Murray State because they
have a great program," said

University) and Morehead
(State University) will be the
two toughest teams we play,"
Wretlund said. "I don't want to
be too cocky, but we have a
rood team. I think I can
promise we will finish in the
top two (in the OVC)."
If the Wretlund-led Racers
continue to play ae well as
they have the past two weeb,
that may be a conservative
prediction.

1Day Package
VCR&
2 Movies

$1095

Purdom Motor&, Inc.
IQ WEST MAIN STREET

MURRAY,KY 42071

eus. 763-5315

Announces
8.8%
GMAC
Financing
on•••

2 Day Package
VCR&
3 Movies

Saturday Special

$1595

VCR&
5 Movies

$1995

N9 Membership
No Deposit
Movies Only $3

Tony Wretlund

65 ranking he held at the
beginning of the year but has
won 11 in a row and coach
Bennie Purcell thinks he
should be regaining national
recognition soon.
Wretlund's doubles partner,
senior Steve Massad said,
"He's been playing awesome.
He's really mentally tough.
Tony is as tough as any player
we've ever had." Massad and
Wretlund are undefeated
through their first 12 matches.
Wretlund agrees that his
mental toughness has
improved, along with other
aspects of his game, since
coming to MSU. "I think when
I go back (to Sweden) my
mental toughness will be
better. I'm also a little more
offensive-minded right now,"
he said. "Those are things I
can thank coach for.''
Pur c ell will not be
outcomplimented, however.
"As far as I'm concerned, he's
the best freshman we've ever
had," Purcell said. "He's the
first freshman we've had to
win big at No. 1."
A big part of Wretlund's

*§pe£ial Vl"l£es & [)is£vunts
r=vr- f:lub M e mbe .-s . *

Photo by ROBIN CONOVER

Wretlund. "They have a really
tough schedule and I like to
·p lay a lot of tough matches."
Tough matches are
becoming a thing of the past
for Wretlund, who tries not to
appear over·confident about
the upcoming Ohio Valley
Conference competition.
"Middle Tennessee (State

753-7670

Dixieland
Center

It's T J'S third anniversary
and we're celebrating by
rolling prices back to the SO's
Saturday, March 30 from 10:30 a.m. to 9 p. m.
Regular Burger........................................ f1t'' ~
Fries......................................- ............................. 25 ¢
Regular Coke....._.......................-.............. l~ U;
:..

NON IS

THE TIMEI
to
Advertis~
•
ID

T J 'S BAR-B-Q
806 Chestnut

753-0045

Newto
Continued from Page 1

Newton inherits a team that
haa lost ita leading scorer and
rebounder Vada Martin,
second-leading ecorer Craig
Talley and top shot-blocker
Mike Lahm. "We lose 50
percent of our offense and 50
percent of our rebounding, dO I
think it will be a rebuildin&
year for us," Newton said. He
added, however, "We have a
fine nucleus to build with."
That nucleus includes
foorward Chuck Glass, who led
the team in assists and steals
and was recognized as the top
defensive player by the
coa ching staff. Also returning
are starting guard Zedrick
Macklin, along with top
reserves Owen Bronston,
Curtis Davis, Leroy Boyd and
Willie Holland.
Newton descri bes his
association with Greene as a
"tremendoua relationship."
"We both grew up in Terre
Haute, (Ind.) and he played
basketball with my brother
Bill at Gerstmeyer High
School," Newton said. Greene
gave Newton hia first
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collegiate coaching job as his
aaaistant at New Orleana in
1970, after a aucceesful high
school coaching career at
Plainfield (Ind.) High School.
Newton ' • knack of
recruiting helped New Orleans
to an 18-5 record in ita first
year of Divilion n play. He
remained at UNO until 1973,
when he left to take the
associate coaching position at
Miasisaippi State under head
coach Kermit Davia.
The pair were reunited when
Greene took over the head post
at Mississippi State in 1977
and together took the Bulldogs
to a second-place finish in the
Southeastern Conference.
Greene came back to his
alma mater in 1978 and
brought Newton with him. As
asaociate coach, Newton says
he has done a little bit
of everything.
As1de from on -court
coaching and preparing the
game strategy, Newton has
also worked as an
administrative assistant to
Greene.
Interestingly, each coach ia
now in charge of the other's

"Murray ~ions Club Journey
for Sight/Pepsi Challenge

..
colleae team. Newton stArred
for Indiana State, where he
startec;l for three years and still r
ranks in the top 20 in the "
school's scoring recorda.
"They even retired my
number (33)," Newton said,
"but they let Larry Bird wear it
first."
Newton ia eager for the
challenge of hie first collegiate
bead coaching job.
"I'm looking forward to
having the opportunity to
continue the fine tradition
that is carried on here,"
Newton said.
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Race starts at 9 a.m.,
April13, 1985 at
Murray High School
$6 entry fee before
April 6, $8 after.

Contact: Rodger Mathis, 212 S. 16th
Murray, Ky. 42071
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STEVE NEWTON confers with Ron Greene during e1N2 pr8Ctlce
....lon.

SUMMER JOBS

$2000-up for su~mer
MIDWEST CORPORATION HAS SUMMER JOB
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INTERVIEWING ONE DAY ONLY- MONDAY, APRIL 1,1985
APPLY IN PERSON AT OHIO ROOM- UNIVERSITY CENTER- M.S.U.

All the spaghetti ancl pizza
you c~n eat $2.99

INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUCTED AT 10 a.m., 11 a.m., 12 p.m., 1 p.m.,
2 p.m., 3 p .m.
Interviews will last 30 to 40 minutes

The Best Pizza In Town.' Honest.

804 Chestnut

753-6656

(Interviews are informal)
A.M.I.- 305 North Market Street- Marion, IL 61959
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Breds stilr ori the skids;
losing streak reaches six
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer

The losing skid continues
for the Thoroughbred baseball
team as they dropped both
games against Southern
lllinois Unjversity Saturday
and Sunday.
Murray lost the opener in
Carbondale, Ill., Saturday 143. Returning to Reagan Field
on Sunday, MSU fell to the
Salukis 13-6.
"I'm not displeased with the
hitting or fielding, but the
pitching has just not been
there," said coach Johnny
Reagan, after the ' Breda
dropped their sixth straight
contest Sunday.
The losaee leave the 'Breda
with a record of 4-11 . After
visiting Arkansas State
University Wednesday and
Thursday, Murray State opens
up Ohio Valley Conference
play Saturday at Morehead
State University.
The man on the mound for
Murray Sunday was junior
Mike Brown. The righthander
started out by retiring the first
seven SIU batters. Going into
the top of the third, the 'Breda
held a l-0 lead thanks to
leftfielder Chris Barber's
bases-loaded single in the first
inning.
In the top of the third, SIU
outfielder Gerald Pitchford hit
a two-run homer to rightfield.
The Salukis got three more in
the fourth , powered by Rob
Jones' three-run homer to deep
center.
Murray answered in the
home h alf of the fourth, when
outfielders Clay Boone and
Danny Naughton hit solo
home runs. Southern lllinois
padded their lead to 6-3 in the
top of the fi fth after two walks
and a eingle.

Sigma PI 4-0,
leads in hockey
Sigma Pi remains
undefeated after four games of
intramural floor hockey in the
fraternity league.
Alpha Tau Omega boasts a
3-1 record after their fourth
time out. Alpha Gamma Rho
has won two of their three
games. Pi Kappa Alpha has
split their four games.
Phi Kappa Tau is 1-1.
Lambda Chi Alpha and Delta
Sigma Phi are en<'h 1·2.
Sigma Ch i has lost all three
of their ga mes. Kappa Alpha
is winless after two.
In the recreational league of
floor hockey, Plague is
undefeated after two games.
Sl a p Sh ots are also
undefeated after their first
game. Northern Lites is close
behind with a 1-1 record.
Mahoney's Mauler& have a
1·2 record. No Names are
winless after two.
In intra mu ra l co- ed
basketball play, the V-Squad,
Fl et c h e r's F oll i es and
Overtime won their first night
out. Maniacs, Studs and
Fillies, and Phi Lambda Jam a
are 0·1.

Murray narrowed the gap to
one run in the bottom of the
fifth by scoring two runs on
singles by second baseman
Jay Connell and shortstop
Tom Gargiulo, but that is 88
close 88 the •Breda could get.

write to: Allen Lowrance, Director, 251 Glenwood

~~ooresville,

The Salu.kis chased Brown
in the seventh inning after
they scored three runs. SIU
never looked back, adding
three more rune in the eighth
off reliever David Johnson.
Murray first baseman Mike
Garguilo hit a home run in the
seventh.
Saturday's game was never
close. Murray starter Rich
Gamer gave up seven runs in
three·and one-third innings of
work. Reliever Van Golmont
didn'tfaremuch better, giving
up six runs.
The only bright spot for
Murray W88 the play of
catcher Greg Doss. The
sophomore from Louisville
went two-for-four with a
double and a home run.

CORN

NC 28115 or call: (704)

MURRAY AUTO PARTS, INC.

Murray Auto Parts
now has a
"Starter, Alternator·
& Generator Shop"
605 Maple
753-4424
Murray, Ky.
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Lady netters finish fourth,
look to tough compe.t ition ~
The lady netters took a road
trip to Arkansas State
University at Little Rock
March 19 and finished fourth
in a five-team meet.
The hosts won the meet with
Western Kentucky University
placing second, Illinois State
University third and Austin
Peay State University fifth.
Connie Keasling, women's
tenni11 coach, eaid the
competition was tough.
The lady netters host Austin
Peay today, with home
matches Saturday against the
University of Louisville and
Sunday against Arkansas
State.
"We could win all three
matches or we could lose all
three," Keulingsaid.
Two weeks ago, the lady

netters lost to Arkansas State
6-3, and to Austin Peay, 5-4,
and lost to Louisville last fall,
7-2. Keasling believes the
matches will be more
competitive because the
players have improved since
the fall.
Monday, the lady" netters
will take on Middle Tennessee
State Unive u ity at
Murfreesboro, Tenn., and
travel Tuesday to Western
Kentucky University.

K~ling said.

Western has beaten the lady
netters in the last two
toumamenta, with the Lady
Hilltoppers finishing second
and MSU finishing fourth.

Alpha

Siam a

MTSUisrankedastheNo.l
team in the Ohio Valley
Conference this year. "Since
we lost to them in the fall, 6-3
this is going to give me a good
outlook on where we stand and
if we are ready ·to compete
against them for the OVC title
three weeks from now,"

Alpha

Is Supporting Its

Miss MSU
Contestants

Women's Tennis Schedule
29
30
30
Aprn

1
2

5·8
12
13
13
18
18
11
20
20
26-27

Murray
Murray
Murray

Auetln Peay
Loulevllle
Arkansae State

Middle Tenne.... State
Murf,...boro, Tenn.
Western Kentucky
Bowling Green
Wyndam Hotel Open
Jamatc.
Memphis State
Memphla, Tenn.
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville
Memphla, Tenn.
MI•Julppl State
Memphla, Tenn.
Vanderbilt
Nashville, Tenn.
SouthHII Mlssourt State
Cape Gl,.rdMu, Mo.
Tenne.... Tech
Murray
Evenavllle
Murray
Tranaylvanla
Murray
OVC Tournament
TMn.

Clary Robbins
Becky Sauer
Janie White
Christy Sears
Jeanna Curtis

-

Dunker Tryouts
Want to horse
around ... ?
First organizational meeting is
Thursday, April3 at 4 p.m. in the
Mississippi Room, Curris Center.
Tryout structure and other Important··
Information will be covered.

For further Information, contact Cheryl Endres at 762-2902.
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Go Krogering
U.S.D.A. Choice Crain Fed Beef
Full cut Boneless

It ems and prices In this ad effective
March l?th. thru Aprillnd. ln

und

Murray , Ky.
None sold to dealers. Limit right
reserved . copyright 1915. The Kroger c o.

ak

smoked
Picnic

" St99
" St9B

c

s,

tS-. Iat iiM COOI IIftlot iJHLtlll $Uti

canned Ham
).!
j'Qit"OIIIft,lllk101
Jumtos
,.~

" ,, a.~

•.u
Ultl

age

1101

Wieners

.....

Sprite,Tab,Diet Coke

Large
Eggs
dozen

large Eggs

$139

Good AiiYttiM

cost cutter

u.s.o.A. crade 'A' Kroger

..........

llOI .Pkll

S199

ssgg

69

lb.

Coca Cola
7JC

Hams
oouno

69

$

Whole

lb.

I!S.D.A.Oiokf ~·ltd let/

Stew aeefor

Boneless
Chuck steak
pound

S2~9 $158
Alrl Slltfll

Pork
Steak

Ill

5139

Morrtll

,.. S159

Sliced
Bacon

1101

KrOger %%

cost cutter

Low-Fat

sandwich
Bread

Milk

s-16o1~s
Bottles

Boneless
Ham

8D.ELESS

Field
Field
Pro League Kentuckian
Bologna Hot Dogs
Boneless
pG~nd

lb.

68
(-••a • )

$

Hickory smoked Whole

John Morrell Colden smoked

240Z. toaf

sgc

plastic gaRon

5179

. DEPOSil

Armour

Potted
Meat
' '1.\ or. can

ggc

Whole Kemel or cream Style

DelMonte
corn

~s1aa

~~

Monte 17 oz. Cireen Peas or

Green
Beans

~s1aa

ggc
Grapes ............

Fresh From Florida 100% P&ft FroZen

orange
Juice

·::age

Thompson White seedless

lb.

Washington State D'anjou

PEARS...... .

califOrnia Crfsp

Iceberg
Lettuce
large

head

sac

Assorted Flavors

Kroger cake
Mixes
18.2S oz. s g c
pkg.

ASsorted

Banquet Pot
Pies

~s1aa

c
99
YeiiOw ·
~ 79C
Yellow
''"
Squasll .. ...
Onions
- ~----------------------~----------------~
. ...,,.. ..1 1 ....

~~

•

._ .. !.t... ,

,

....

... •

99c
•. .

.. l

, ...

(FUll Quart ...$1.891
U IHtfllg

straw·
Berries ..

